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OUTLINE

 Strongly Interacting Dark Relics & Traffic Jams

 Milli-charge Particle Detection with Ion Traps

 Dark-Standard Model bound states for a heavy Dark Photon
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DARK MATTER STABLE PARTICLE

DARK RELICS
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 Robust prediction for relic fractions  

 The only way to access ?  

 Use same concept for Detection? 

fχ =
ρχ

ρDM
≪ 1

Mχ ≫ TeV

STABLE PARTICLEDARK RELIC

DARK RELICS

 Well motivated stable particles: Monopoles, axions, squarks, heavy quarks 
(KSVZ), gluinos (SUSY),“Milli-charge” Particles (mCPs)
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LARGE SM-RELIC INTERACTIONS

Plethora of example models with large interactions with SM 

2007.10378 Farrar, Wang, Xu

1801.01135 Luca, Mitridate, Redi, Smirnov, Strumia• Gluino/KSVZ/Squark Inspired “hybrid hadrons”  (  or ) 
• Sextaquark DM  (uuddss bound state) 
• Large N Composites 
• Milli-charges: Recent interest in explaining EDGES anomaly 
• Heavy Dark Photon Mediated 

Qg Qqq̄′ 

 1905.06348 Emken et al , 1908.06986 Liu et al 
1807.03788  Grabowska, Melia, Rajendran

 2110.06217 Berlin, Liu, Pospelov, Ramani

 Some really interesting consequences for Direct Detection
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Figure 10: Discovery reach in dashed (dot-
ted) lines for a silicon DM detector with
single-electron sensitivity on a balloon (satel-
lite) assuming an exposure of 1 gram-hour
(0.1 gram-month) and 106 (109) background
events, assuming an ultralight dark-photon
mediator. The red region shows the direct-
detection constraints derived in this paper
from SENSEI, CDMS-HVeV, XENON10,
XENON100, and DarkSide-50 (combined
into one region).

interacting DM particle of mass m� by setting the signal-to-noise ratio with a flat background to

fmodStot
p
Stot +B

= 5 , (4.4)

and solving the equation for the cross section �e [10]. Here, Stot ⌘ "hRi is the total number of
expected events. While the assumption of a flat background is optimistic, this simple formula is also
rather conservative for a satellite-borne detector, as in practice one could search for the modulation
amplitude using a large number of orbits. In any case, this simple estimate will suffice for our
purposes.

For the balloon-borne experiment, we now assume an exposure of 1 gram-hour, and a back-
ground of 106 events. The corresponding parameters for the satellite experiment are taken to be
0.1 gram-months, and 109 background events. These background numbers are chosen for purposes
of illustration only. Next, we compute the projected constraints and modulation discovery reach for
the high-altitude experiments for the case of ultralight mediators. Both values are relatively insen-
sitive to the background. We assume that the detector onboard the balloon is shielded by the upper
atmospheric layers, as well as 5 mm of mylar, and 1 mm of copper.7 For the satellite-borne detector,
we assume a 1 mm mylar layer as the only shielding material. The simulation’s setup of parallel pla-
nar shielding layers hardly approximates the geometry of the experimental installation. Nonetheless,
our simulations will yield a reasonable first estimate. For more precise determinations of the critical
cross sections, the MC simulations would have to be generalized to more complicated simulation
geometries, e.g. using GEANT4 [104].

The projected modulation discovery reach (5�) for these two experiments in the case of a light
mediator are shown in Fig. 10, along with the combined low-mass direct-detection bounds. We
see that a balloon-borne experiment could probe to larger cross sections by about two orders of
magnitude above the current direct-detection constraints, while a satellite-borne experiment could
probe an additional two orders of magnitude above a balloon-borne instrument.

7The copper layer’s density is set to 8.96 gram/cm3, whereas mylar is modelled as a material with a density of
1.4 gram/cm3, and composed of 62.5% carbon, 33.3% oxygen, and 4.2% hydrogen [103].

– 22 –
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XENON100, and DarkSide-50 (combined
into one region).
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we assume a 1 mm mylar layer as the only shielding material. The simulation’s setup of parallel pla-
nar shielding layers hardly approximates the geometry of the experimental installation. Nonetheless,
our simulations will yield a reasonable first estimate. For more precise determinations of the critical
cross sections, the MC simulations would have to be generalized to more complicated simulation
geometries, e.g. using GEANT4 [104].

The projected modulation discovery reach (5�) for these two experiments in the case of a light
mediator are shown in Fig. 10, along with the combined low-mass direct-detection bounds. We
see that a balloon-borne experiment could probe to larger cross sections by about two orders of
magnitude above the current direct-detection constraints, while a satellite-borne experiment could
probe an additional two orders of magnitude above a balloon-borne instrument.

7The copper layer’s density is set to 8.96 gram/cm3, whereas mylar is modelled as a material with a density of
1.4 gram/cm3, and composed of 62.5% carbon, 33.3% oxygen, and 4.2% hydrogen [103].
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 Particles with tiny electric charges: 

 Simple models to write (with or without a dark photon)

 Charge quantization a century old mystery

 Predictions of explanation: monopoles and/or GUTs not observed yet

 Looked for in various experimental programs

 Recent resurgence due to EDGES anomaly

ϵe

MILLICHARGE PARTICLES



Adapted from: 1908.06986 Liu et al 

Colliders/Terrestrial : no reach for small charge
Direct Detection      : no reach for large charge (Overburden blocks it)
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TERRESTRIAL ABUNDANCE

 DM thermalizes, but stuck on Earth if 

 Accumulation over the age of the Earth causes 

tremendous enhancement 

 

 DM lighter than GeV evaporates 

 Heavier than GeV sinks due to gravity

vth < vesc

η =
πR2

Evvir
4
3 πR3

E

TE ≈ 1016

vth > vesc
from: 2012.03957 HR M.Pospelov
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TRAFFIC JAM

 Sinking not immediate.

 Downward drift 

vterm ≪ vth ≪ vvir

ηterm =
nlab

nvir
=

vvir

vterm

Virial velocity Terminal velocityBoundary

 Traffic Jam on the way
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from: 2012.03957 HR M.Pospelov
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 Mesons produced in Cosmic ray 

collisions can decay into mCPs

 Contribution to irreducible 

density on Earth

2010.11190 HR, Roni Harnik, Ryan Plestid and Maxim Pospelov

Can be MCPs

IRREDUCIBLE MCP POPULATION
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 High boost, hence penetrates deep

REVERSE TRAFFIC JAM

nQ=10-4 /cc
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from: 2012.03957 HR M.Pospelov

 Thermalized mCP, large x-section, (MFP~ micron)

 Evaporates for mQ < GeV, but very slowly.
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EXISTING LIMITS

1024 Nucleon cm-3 

2012.08169 G. Afek, F. Monteiro, J. Wang, B. Siegel, S. Ghosh, D.C. Moore
2

FIG. 1. SiO2 spheres are levitated in high vacuum between a
pair of parallel electrodes to search for a violation of charge
neutrality by, e.g., a mCP electrostatically bound to a Si or
O nucleus in the sphere.

Upon reducing the pressure to ⇠ 10�7 mbar, the sphere
is discharged, leaving it with precisely the same number
of electrons and protons [23, 29, 57, 58]. The sphere is
positioned between a parallel pair of electrodes, 25.4 mm
in diameter and 2.04 ± 0.02 mm apart, for which the
relative tilt is measured to be <⇠ 1 mrad. One of the
electrodes is connected to a high voltage source capable
of supplying up to ±10 kV at frequencies <⇠ kHz (Trek
610E), while the other electrode can be separately biased
with low voltage.

Each sphere’s response is calibrated by setting its net
charge to Q = Ne (for known N between 1–5), and its
motion is recorded as it is driven with a frequency comb
comprised of equal amplitude tones at odd frequencies
between 51 to 201 Hz. Since forces on the induced dipole
and most vibrations occur at twice the drive frequency,
odd frequencies avoid mixing of backgrounds into the sig-
nal. The calibrated response (taking into account the
field amplitude) is used as a template representing the
motion of a unity-charged sphere under the e↵ect of the
drive [Fig. 2 (a), blue]. The sphere is then discharged
and the field amplitude increased to typical values of
5 kV/mm, still well below the expected threshold for
ionization of the mCP [59]. The residual motion under
the influence of the strong field is correlated against the
calibration template in order to the obtain an e↵ective
residual charge ". The presence of a mCP bound to a Si
or O nucleus in the sphere (Fig. 1, insets) would induce
a response identical to the calibration template, up to
rescaling by the amount of charge it possesses. In total,
four 10-µm spheres, five 15-µm spheres and seven 20-µm
spheres were examined, with a total mass of (76± 7) ng.

The dominant known backgrounds arise from mechan-
ical vibrations that can induce either a real or appar-
ent motion of the sphere that is correlated with the ap-
plied voltage, and field-induced torques and forces acting
on permanent or induced multipole moments within the
sphere. In particular, permanent electric dipole moments
coupling to residual electric field gradients are the source
of the primary backgrounds that could mimic the signal
from a mCP.

Vibrations are generated by the high-voltage drive.
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FIG. 2. Backgrounds. (a) Power spectral density (PSD) of a
sphere’s motion with net charge of 4e, driven by a 100 V/mm
frequency comb at odd frequencies between 51 and 201 Hz.
Blue markers highlight the drive frequencies. This spec-
tral response is used to subtract the vibrational background
(red) [59]. (b) Reduction in torque related backgrounds as the
rotation rate approaches ⌦s

>⇠ 1 MHz. (c) Inferred charge for
example spheres of each size as a small DC field is varied,
from which the gradient at the position of the sphere can be
determined. (d) Magnitude of the inferred gradients and com-
parison to COMSOL simulations (dotted line, for xj = y, z)

.

Though these mostly occur at double the frequency of
the driving field, they can still, through nonlinearities in
the system or a piezoelectric e↵ect in insulating ceramics,
leak into the drive frequency and excite the sphere, imi-
tating a charge (with an amplitude ⇠ 1% of the primary
vibration at the second harmonic [59]). A second, weaker
1064 nm beam traverses an optical path similar to that
of the trapping beam inside the vacuum chamber. Its
motion, coupled only to the vibrational background, is
recorded [Fig. 2 (a), red] and subtracted from the sphere
response after accounting for the corresponding transfer
function [59]. Deconvolving the e↵ect of vibrations from
the signal is more e↵ective as the resonance of the sphere
becomes narrower and more separated from any promi-
nent vibrational peaks. In our system, 15 µm spheres
have a natural resonance close to the vibrational peak
at ⇠ 170 Hz, and a negative feedback gain is applied to
reduce their resonance frequency.

After eliminating technical sources of backgrounds
such as vibrations, the force and torque due to the per-
manent electric dipole moment of the sphere, ~p0, leads to
additional backgrounds correlated with the driving field.
Torques of the form ~p0 ⇥ ~E can induce angular motion
of the sphere which can appear as an apparent center-of-
mass motion due to slight asphericity. Torque-induced
backgrounds are mitigated by spinning the spheres at
rotational frequencies ⌦s � 1 MHz [60–63], increasing
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 Despite large number density & cross-section

 Small energy deposit:  

 Small momentum transfers: See neutral atom

 Low threshold detectors have low temperature walls to reduce background

 Small MFP~ micron, rapidly thermalize with walls

300 Kelvin ≈ 26 meV

DETECTION NIGHTMARE

DETECTOR
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 Detect Small energy deposit:  

 If target charged, then huge Rutherford x-sections 

 at small momentum transfer

  

 Large number of targets … not required

300 Kelvin ≈ 26 meV

dσ
dq2

∝
1
q4

Twall ≫ Ethr

WISHLIST
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OUTLINE

 Strongly Interacting Dark Relics & Traffic Jams

 Milli-charge Particle Detection with Ion Traps

 Dark-Standard Model bound states for a heavy Dark Photon
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IONS IN COLD TRAPS

 Single Ion trapped in Electromagnetic fields

 Used in Quantum Metrology/ Quantum Computing

 Stable in trap for O(year) 

 Twall ≫ Ttrap

z

+

Slide 11 

Richard Thompson 
Les Houches 2018 

2.   Principles of operation of Penning traps 

•  Electrode configuration 
•  Equations of motion 
•  Modes of oscillation 
•  Potential and kinetic energy 
•  Space charge effects 

B 

Axial motion Radial motion Slide 11 

Richard Thompson 
Les Houches 2018 

2.   Principles of operation of Penning traps 

•  Electrode configuration 
•  Equations of motion 
•  Modes of oscillation 
•  Potential and kinetic energy 
•  Space charge effects 

B 

Axial motion Radial motion 

DETECTOR
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4

Experiment Type Ion Vz Twall !p [neV] Tion[neV] Heating Rate (neV/s)

Hite et al, 2012 [40] Paul 9Be+ 0.1 V 300 K !z = 14.8 14.8 640

Goodwin et al, 2016 [43] Penning 40Ca+ 175V 300K !z = 1.24 1.24 0.37

Borchert et al, 2019 [44] Penning p̄ 0.633V 5.6K !+ = 77.4 7240 0.13

!� = 0.050

TABLE I: List of ion traps and the relevant experimental parameters used for setting limits in this paper. The ion
used, Vz, potential barrier in the axial direction and Twall, the temperature of the walls of the trap and !p, the

fundamental frequency of the trap in the relevant direction are listed. Also listed are Tion, the temperature of the
ion in the trap and the measured heating rate.

tens of seconds. Transition rates in the radial modes
(dn+,�)/dt / (n+,�/!+,�)SE(!+,�) lead to random
walks in radial energy space and to axial frequency dif-
fusion. Here SE(!+,�) is the power spectral density of a
noisy background drive, and n+,� is the principal quan-
tum number of the modified cyclotron (n+) / magnetron
(n�) oscillator. The scaling of the heating rate with
n+,� is related to eigenstate-overlap of harmonic oscil-
lator states [48].
By analyzing time sequences of axial frequency measure-
ments ⌫z(t), the average radial quantum transition rates
are obtained. With a highly optimized trap setup with
which the antiproton magnetic moment was measured
with 1.5 parts per billion precision, the BASE experi-
ment at CERN reports on the observation of absolute
cyclotron transition rates of 6(1) quanta per hour [44].
Together with the determination of the n+ state during
the recorded measurement, this result is consistent with a
projected ground state heating rate of 0.1 cyclotron quan-
tum transitions per hour, setting an upper limit which is
by a factor of 1800 lower than the best reported Paul-
trap heating rates, and by a factor of 230 lower than
the best room-temperature Penning trap. These num-
bers are summarized in Tab. I. Note that the antiproton
experiments are conducted in a background vacuum of
⇡ 10�18 mbar [42], constraining parasitic heating induced
by collisions with background-gas to a level of 4⇥10�9/s.

2.2. Paul Traps

Paul traps or radiofrequency traps utilize an oscillating
voltage to confine in the perpendicular direction instead
of the magnetic field used for the same purpose in the
Penning trap. Paul traps have a rich history of being
used as mass spectrometers and more recently in building
quantum computers [49].

The e↵ective potential in the presence of both DC and
AC potentials can be written as

 (x, y, z, t) = (UDC + VAC cos⌦t)
r
2 + 2(z20 � z

2)

r
2
0 + 2z20

. (3)

Here z is the axial direction, r the radial direction with
the distance to the electrodes given by r0 and z0. The

rapidly oscillating potential creates a pseudopotential for
charges of both signs and this leads to approximately
simple harmonic motion very close to the trap center.
After laser cooling to the ground state, the total heating
rate can be measured via Raman sideband technique [50].
There has been extensive study of the heating rate in
Paul traps and its dependence on distance to electrodes,
wall temperature, trap temperature [49] as well as ion
beam treatment of electrodes [40]. Electric field noise
from the electrodes has been identified as the dominant
heating source, with the dependence on distance scal-
ing as d

�2 [49] to d
�4 [51]. Although heating rates are

lower for bigger traps [52], smaller sized traps employ
shallower potential wells ⇡ 0.1 V. As we shall see, this
allows mCPs with large charge to reach the trap and
hence provide complementary reach at large charge pa-
rameter space. Hence we reinterpret limits only from a
microtrap [40]. The heating rates reported in [40] are
ṅ = 43/s for the axial frequency ⌫z = 3.6 MHz. These
numbers are tabulated in Tab. I.

3. MILLICHARGED PARTICLE DYNAMICS

3.1. Terrestrial Accumulation

If mCDM exists and is virialized in the galaxy, there
is a non-zero flux of mCPs flowing through the Earth at
all times. This mCDM stops in the atmosphere or rock
overburden for large enough charge, and can accumulate
on Earth. This process was treated in detail in [29] and
the subsequent accumulation in [30]. We provide here a
summary of the relevant results of these papers that are
used in Section. 5 and refer the reader to [30] for details.
Following [30] we consider e↵ectively millicharge par-

ticles mediated by a dark photon which kinematically
mixes with the SM photon. The dark photon mass is
taken to be large enough (mA0 & 10�12 eV) such that
the e↵ect of large-scale electric and magnetic fields can
be ignored while considering mCP propagation1. In this
limit, the mCPs with mass mQ � 1GeV are stuck on the

1
We leave to upcoming work the calculation of the accumulation of

DATA SUMMARY

No reach for ϵ ≳
Twall

Vz
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dEdep

dt
= ∫ Edep(q2)

4πα2ϵ2

v2q4
dq2 ≈ 10−6 eV

sec
ϵ2 nlab

1/cm3
GeV
mion

. . . ≳ 10−10 eV
sec

HEATING RATE
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TERRESTRIAL POPULATION 
CONSTRAINTS

arXiv:  2108.05283
HR with 
D. Budker,  
C. Smorra,  
P.  Graham, 
F.  Schmidt-Kaler,  
S.  Ulmer

mmin
Q =

E2
minmT

16TtrapTwall
mmax

Q =
16mTTtrapTwall

E2
min
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TERRESTRIAL POPULATION 
CONSTRAINTS

Levitation}

arXiv:  2108.05283
HR with 
D. Budker,  
C. Smorra,  
P.  Graham, 
F.  Schmidt-Kaler,  
S.  Ulmer
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POSSIBLE IMPROVEMENTS

 Single Event Measurement instead of cumulative heating rate

 Requires high cadence data and energy resolution

 Highly Charged Ions 

 Using electron targets - less momentum transfer for same energy transfer
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PROJECTIONS

1 event/ year unless otherwise stated
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LIMITS ON DARK MATTER
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OUTLOOK

 Repeating experiment in deep mine

 Collective excitations in Ion lattices

 Accumulating mCPs in an electric field bottle
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OUTLINE

 Strongly Interacting Dark Relics & Traffic Jams

 Milli-charge Particle Detection with Ion Traps

 Dark-Standard Model bound states for a heavy dark photon
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HEAVY DARK PHOTON MEDIATOR
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MEDIATOR FOR BOUND STATES?

 

 Bohr Radius 

 If  then no bound states

 For some  binding only with 

heavy SM nuclei

 WIMP DM Detectors = heavy nuclei
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TRACKING THRU OVERBURDEN

 Large Large local overabundances

 No binding in atmosphere with Nitrogen/Oxygen

 No binding in crust upto Iron

 Makes its way into Xenon tank

 Binds with Xenon - releasing  

qeff ⟹

EB
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BINDING IN XENON

 Binds with Xenon - releasing  

 Usually KE (scattering) / Mass (absorption)

 New source of energy

 Monochromatic electron ejection

EB

EB ∼ 10 keV × ( qeff

10−3 )
2

( Z
54 )

2

( μ
122GeV )
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XENON S1-S2 SIGNAL

MC estimate
XENON1T estimate
Background model
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Binned Spectrum

Figure 4. Left: Comparison of the naive spectrum reconstructed, and the one by the MC, for
energies below 9 keV. In blue is the background model from [1]. While the biggest disagreement, at
the lowest-energy bin, seems to be a � 1� disagreement, we note that this is misleading, as many of
the points were reconstructed on the edge of the bin causing small differences to be magnified. An
overall good agreement between our MC method and the one used by the XENON1T collaboration
is observed, enabling us to use the full unbinned energy information throughout this paper. As
an aside, we also note that our binned energy spectrum does not have the same monotonically
decreasing spectrum in the ⇠5� 10 keV energy bins. Right: Energy resolution estimated from our
MC (black points), a fit to these MC data (�E [keV] = �0.21 + 0.39

p
E, red line), and the energy

resolution estimated by the XENON1T collaboration in [1] (�E [keV] = 0.3171
p
E+0.0015E [keV],

blue line).

In particular, this can be seen from measurements of the 37Ar line at 2.83 keV presented
in [73]. Our MC simulation of 2.8 keV events (assuming a uniform distribution in z) agrees
well with the contours in the (cS1, cS2b) plane for the 37Ar data found in [73]: our agree-
ment is better than . 3% for the central value, and we can find even better agreement if
we change the simulation parameters slightly from those given by the XENON1T collabo-
ration in [69] within their error margins. Our simulation also agrees well with the observed
weak correlation between cS1 and cS2b. This provides further confidence in our energy
reconstruction method, especially at the O(keV) energies relevant for the excess events.
Fig. 4 (right) shows the energy resolution estimated from our MC (black points), a fit to
these MC data (red line), and the energy resolution estimated in [1] (blue line). As can be
seen, the energy resolution estimated from the MC is slightly better than that used in [1].
As the actual smearing of appears to be not entirely symmetric, an asymmetric resolution
might provide an even more accurate description than the symmetric one used here (see
also Ref. [75]), however, this does not appear to change of the results significantly.1.

3.2 Statistical Method

For our analyses, we use a likelihood ratio test, with unbinned likelihoods. For each signal
model, s, that depends on parameters ✓s, we find the likelihood of the signal+background

1We thank Matthew Szydagis, for helping us verify our results with the more detailed calculation done
by the NEST code [72].
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 in XenonEB = 2.5 keV
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HEAVY ELEMENTS IN OVERBURDEN
Signal depends critically on 
Barium overburden
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PARAMETER SPACE
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 Extremely small DM fractions explain anomaly
 Limits set everywhere above

nBa ∈ (0.7 − 6) × 1018cm−3
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DARK PHOTON PARAMETER SPACE
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TRAFFIC JAM DETECTION

MODEL DETECTION 
STRATEGY arXiv

Contact Interactions/
QCD

1) Isomeric Tantalum
2) Uncollider
3) Bolometers

1911.07865 
Forthcoming
Forthcoming

Dark Photon Mediated Bound states in Xenon 2110.06217 

Millicharge Particles
1) Electrostatic 

Accelerator
2) Ion Traps

2012.03957 

2108.05283

B-L mediated blobs 1) Neutron Bottle 2008.06061 
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SUMMARY

 Small abundances of stable dark relics are natural

 Large SM couplings  captured on earth  
 Huge terrestrial densities due to traffic jam

 Model 1: mCPs can be detected with ion traps

 Model 2: heavy dark photon mediated, form bound states in 

heavy element detectors.

⟹
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BACKUP
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SIGNALS
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SYMMETRIC POPULATION
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ANNIHILATIONS IN SUPER-K
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CAPTURE CROSS-SECTION

σBvrel ≈
4π
9

(Zαme)5

(2μEB)7/2
(

μ
mN

)4F2
χ F2

e .

σBvrel ≃ 5 × 10−35cm2 × ( μ
GeV )

0.55
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MEASUREMENT

 neV 

 Strong inhomogeneous magnetic field 

  measured with image current detection to detect 

ν+, ν−, νz ≈ MHz ≈ 4 ≈ 50μK

B2

Δνz(n+, n−, ms) =
hν+

4π2mpνz

B2

B0 [(n+ +
1
2 ) +

ν−

ν+ (n− +
1
2 ) +

gpms

2 ]
Δνz Δn+


